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LAPBANK TABLET TROLLEY
The Lapbank Tablet Trolley range is our highest security range and benefits from years of refined engineering throughout
every element of the design. We have created a truly integrated tablet security trolley.

From the fully welded, thick steel construction to the full length piano hinges and twin 7 lever safe

locks that are protected by anti-jemmy bar devices. From the grab handles that provide a sure
grip to the heavy duty, easy glide wheels that are rubberized for smooth motion the Lapbank
Tablet Trolley combines years of Loxit security innovation, combining the cleverly designed
natural ventilation, that eliminates the need for energy to power hungry cooling fans.

With USB Charge, Charge Only with transformers or Sync & Charge options, this durable, highly secure tablet trolley,

is the preferred choice of anyone who values ease of management and security of tablets. There are two Lapbank Tablet
Trolley designs and a range of sizes - Lapbank Tablet Trolley with Drawers and Lapbank Tablet Trolley with Shelves.

LAPBANK TABLET TROLLEY
with DRAWERS
Tablet management - optional laptop clamp safely secures a laptop
to the unit for ease of management whilst syncing.
Efficient - also standard are weekend
and bank holiday charge delay. Saving energy,
battery life and the environment.

Intelligent - Loxit’s integrated
Intelligent Charging system
comes as standard. This
provides a simple to use, highly
efficient charging system
with charge status indicator
and power save mode.

Smooth operation conveniently positioned, the
slide out drawers allow easy
access of the tablets.

Visible - for absolute
convenience, the Intelligent
Charge switch is located
on the front face of the
drawer and is also visible
when the door is locked shut..

Relax in comfort - the interior
features high-density cushioned
foam storage to protect devices
with case sizes up to 26mm thick.
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INTELLIGENT CHARGE
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INTELLIGENT SYNC & CHARGE
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